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Experiences & lessons from Baltic & North Sea
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Background: knowledge integration for MSP & ICZM

In connection with a term of reference, the ICES Working Group Marine
Planning Coastal Zone Management (WGMPCZM) has been reflecting

on the role of science in Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) in ICES member

countries. MSP implies a need for different knowledge and processes of
knowledge integration in a complex field that combines practical demands

– such as developing spatial policy for intensively and dynamically used

sea areas, conducting planning processes including politics, business

and society and implementing plans across sectors and boundaries. This

requires different types of knowledge, methods & skills from natural and

social sciences and inter- and trans-disciplinarity (fig. WHAT) and a
process of interaction to identify problems and questions to address (fig.

HOW).

However, especially in transboundary planning (across borders/land/sea

interface), there are numerous knowledge gaps, resolution,

harmonisation and quality problems, combined with conceptual
differences and last but not least confusion about the roles of different

types of knowledge and knowledge bearers.

Results & Discussion: Typology to analyse roles of science

We see that varying types of science are needed for different stages of MSP and
that there is a need to reflect on the roles of science (skills, methods,

knowledge) and its production. We have tried to structure this in a typology (see

also Cormier et al. 2017). To make the best of science-policy interaction,

scientists and policy makers need to be aware of their respective roles and

possibilities and limitations in specific situations, in MSP rather striving for co-

creation of knowledge than transferring results after the fact.

Based on our experiences with work of the group and tools in MSP, we identify ,

fuzzy, “grey zones”, where confusion is likely. These might apply to other policy
fields under development. Using the typology, one can examine the role of tools

at the science-policy and science-spatial management interface.

W HAT: Scientific Input to MSP
1. Knowledge Input &
Integration (KI)
- Basic data
- Assimilated knowledge
- Systems understanding
- Problems & Solutions

2. M ethods & Tools for KI & MSP
- Knowledge collection 
- Knowledge assimilation
- Process management
- Plan design
- Evaluation

3. Identify Gaps & Trends
- Gaps in 1 & 2
- Future developments
- New perspectives

4. Comm unication
- “Translate” 1 & 2 & 3
- Reformulation of Qs
- Mirror & feedback to policy & society
- Form s and forum s for com m unication – the science-policy interface

GREY “fuzzy” ZONES: Planners, scientists & others need to reflect on:

• Roles of science (skills, methods, knowledge)
• Production process (independency/transparency, content, quality)

• Ownership of results
• Drivers (do they work): rewards ó responsibilities (fame/blame/pay) 

Type of 
interaction

What is 
provided

Type of policy 
needing input

Interface type Feedback 
mechanism

Who owns 
knowledge

1. Science

1.1 Basic 
research

1.2 Applied 
research

• Information 

(scientific 
interest)

• New 
knowledge

• Knowledge 
integration 

• Facilitation 
of knowl. int

• Government 

strategic policy 
goals (e.g. 

climate ch., 
biodiversity, 

pollutants, 
economic, 

societal)

• +/- “ivory 

tower” 
(basic/applied)

• Science>policy 
interface 

(active part: 
science)

• Cited

• “Review”
• Monitoring & 

evaluation
• External review

• Researchers

• Research 
institutes

• Journals
• “Society (?)”

1.3 Research & 

Development

• See above 

(based on 
policy needs)

• Strategic and 

management

• Policy=science 

(both active)

• External & 

internal review 
(?)

• Owned

together

2. Consultancy

2.1 Task 
contracts

2.2. Framework 
contracts (on 

demand)

• Advice (on 

demand by 
policy 

makers)

• Administrative 

management 
objectives

• Policy>science 

interface 
(active part: 

policy makers)

• “External 

feedback”
• No/sometimes 

naming

• Contractor 

(authority)

3. Concrete 

policy design 
within 

management

• Technical 

support 
(develop 

standards/ 
routines etc.)

• Operational

• Authorities’ 
management 

measures

• Employed 

experts
• Science/ 

technical policy 
collaboration

• “Internal 

feedback”
• No naming

• Employer 

(authority)

4. Co-creating & 

-designing &
-managing

• M utual 

learning
• All, trans-

scientific

• All types 

possible

• Science-policy-

society
• All active (incl. 

stakeholders)

• External/higher 

level review (?)
• Mutually 

acknowledged

• Owned together 

(among 
participants)

Conclusion: Complicated but workable  reflection & skills for tools!

None is right or wrong – there is a space and place for all forms and levels – But it has to 

be done more consciously than it is done today!

Need to understand the essentials on management processes and the different roles of 
scientists and experts. 

Role of science changes depending on where in a planning process what input is needed 
or given (phases, type of input). 

Interface & flow of directives/information  switches from science-policy to policy-science.

Interaction is needed (in the policy cycle) to:

• Define problems and develop questions

• Promote conceptual clarity and create knowledge

• Communicate across disciplines and fields of practical and expert knowledge (inter-

/transdisciplinary-/transscientific communication)

Integrative tools => MSP/ICZM Toolbox & process thinking!  

• Careful choice & design to reflect phase & purposes! 

• Attention to prerequisites, skills & capacity to use them (science/policy!)

Typology of MSP-related science–policy interfaces

Discussion Poster - Flyer

M SP Challenge table game
Training & interaction tool
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Working groups & projects
Blend of scientists, 
practitioners & others
Transdisciplinary, creative
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Learning through data sharing

South-West Baltic Case 
Middle Bank PL/SE
Insights from heat map: 
Swedish fisheries interests 
outside Swedish EEZ 
Possible through Common 
Fisheries Policy (CFP)
Data: national, ICES



Problem solving through data sharing

South-West Baltic Case 

Southern Middle Bank

Swedish-Polish mapping exercise 
solving shipping/offshore wind 
issues

Planned polish offshore wind areas 
adapted by requiring a corridor of 
passage for the passenger ferries in 
specific zones.



Adopted
plan

WHAT & WHOSE: Not just “knowledge” for MSP!
Many levels of knowing, learning & interaction
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© ICES WGMPCZM 2022

Raw data: qualitative, quantitative, spatial

Planning evidence
all types of processed
data and information 
as input to a plan

Methods & tools incl
models

Skills, experience

Learning loops
Participation process
Monitoring & 
evaluation
Scientific reflection

Metadata: Data on data

Information C
“Context”

Data Y…

MSP process



What types of data used for latest plans?
What are the gaps?
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Type of data used
eMSP NBSR survey 2022
Multiple choices possible (n=21)
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https://vasab.org/theme-posts/maritimespatial-planning/msp-country-fiches/



Data from where?
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Production of data used
eMSP NBSR survey 2022, multiple choices
possible (n=22)

Planning systems differ!

… so does knowledge provision

• Appointed national institutes & authorities

...various mixes…

• On demand, input data not nationally
coordinated

• Stakeholder data important
Pan Baltic Scope: Maptionnaire suvey

11



WHEN: Knowledge support throughout the MSP process

Context & trends
Ecosystems, society, economy
Institutional frameworks & political targets

Knowledge = Key in MSP

e.g. baselines, trends, 

interactions,  predictions for 

alternative choices, impacts 

and effects.

Wide array of methods & 
tools needed for various 
planning activities:  
e.g. mapping & aggregation 
prioritising & communicating 
and evaluating both plan and 
impacts.

Fig: Giacometti et al. 2020: BONUS BASMATI D 2.3 Handbook on stakeholder involvement in MSP, adapted

Data and information

Process content

Stepwise and continuous



What happened with knowledge for ICZM-MSP?
Increasing cross-border interaction & learning

Thematic shift: ICZM => MSP => MSP + LSI

Collaboration & institutionalisation
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DATA, ANALYSIS & ADVICE
Scientific Committee Working Group: WG ICZM => WGMPCZM
Data Portal: fisheries – spatial data – ecosystem assessmt

Legislation: ICZM Recom & MSFD, INSPIRE Dir, MSP Dir
Roadmap, guidelines, principles, indicators (MSFD)
Resources for research & capacity development projects: 
DG MARE EMAFF, INTERREG, HORIZON & BONUS for Baltic Sea

PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT meet: Action plan input
HELCOM-VASAB MSP Expert WG => MSP Data subgroup
Guidelines & principles: Data, Stakeh. Inv.
Training courses, Baltic MSP Forum
Coastal & MSP project participation by HELCOM & VASAB
HELCOM Data Portal: shipping, environment etc.
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Background: knowledge integration for MSP & ICZM

In connection with a term of reference, the ICES Working Group Marine
Planning Coastal Zone Management (WGMPCZM) has been reflecting

on the role of science in Marine Spatial Planning (MSP) in ICES member

countries. MSP implies a need for different knowledge and processes of
knowledge integration in a complex field that combines practical demands

– such as developing spatial policy for intensively and dynamically used

sea areas, conducting planning processes including politics, business

and society and implementing plans across sectors and boundaries. This

requires different types of knowledge, methods & skills from natural and

social sciences and inter- and trans-disciplinarity (fig. WHAT) and a
process of interaction to identify problems and questions to address (fig.

HOW).

However, especially in transboundary planning (across borders/land/sea

interface), there are numerous knowledge gaps, resolution,

harmonisation and quality problems, combined with conceptual
differences and last but not least confusion about the roles of different

types of knowledge and knowledge bearers.

Results & Discussion: Typology to analyse roles of science

We see that varying types of science are needed for different stages of MSP and
that there is a need to reflect on the roles of science (skills, methods,

knowledge) and its production. We have tried to structure this in a typology (see

also Cormier et al. 2017). To make the best of science-policy interaction,

scientists and policy makers need to be aware of their respective roles and

possibilities and limitations in specific situations, in MSP rather striving for co-

creation of knowledge than transferring results after the fact.

Based on our experiences with work of the group and tools in MSP, we identify ,

fuzzy, “grey zones”, where confusion is likely. These might apply to other policy
fields under development. Using the typology, one can examine the role of tools

at the science-policy and science-spatial management interface.

W HAT: Scientific Input to MSP
1. Knowledge Input &
Integration (KI)
- Basic data
- Assimilated knowledge
- Systems understanding
- Problems & Solutions

2. M ethods & Tools for KI & MSP
- Knowledge collection 
- Knowledge assimilation
- Process management
- Plan design
- Evaluation

3. Identify Gaps & Trends
- Gaps in 1 & 2
- Future developments
- New perspectives

4. Comm unication
- “Translate” 1 & 2 & 3
- Reformulation of Qs
- Mirror & feedback to policy & society
- Form s and forum s for com m unication – the science-policy interface

GREY “fuzzy” ZONES: Planners, scientists & others need to reflect on:

• Roles of science (skills, methods, knowledge)
• Production process (independency/transparency, content, quality)

• Ownership of results
• Drivers (do they work): rewards ó responsibilities (fame/blame/pay) 

Type of 
interaction

What is 
provided

Type of policy 
needing input

Interface type Feedback 
mechanism

Who owns 
knowledge

1. Science

1.1 Basic 
research

1.2 Applied 
research

• Information 

(scientific 
interest)

• New 
knowledge

• Knowledge 
integration 

• Facilitation 
of knowl. int

• Government 

strategic policy 
goals (e.g. 

climate ch., 
biodiversity, 

pollutants, 
economic, 

societal)

• +/- “ivory 

tower” 
(basic/applied)

• Science>policy 
interface 

(active part: 
science)

• Cited

• “Review”
• Monitoring & 

evaluation
• External review

• Researchers

• Research 
institutes

• Journals
• “Society (?)”

1.3 Research & 

Development

• See above 

(based on 
policy needs)

• Strategic and 

management

• Policy=science 

(both active)

• External & 

internal review 
(?)

• Owned

together

2. Consultancy

2.1 Task 
contracts

2.2. Framework 
contracts (on 

demand)

• Advice (on 

demand by 
policy 

makers)

• Administrative 

management 
objectives

• Policy>science 

interface 
(active part: 

policy makers)

• “External 

feedback”
• No/sometimes 

naming

• Contractor 

(authority)

3. Concrete 

policy design 
within 

management

• Technical 

support 
(develop 

standards/ 
routines etc.)

• Operational

• Authorities’ 
management 

measures

• Employed 

experts
• Science/ 

technical policy 
collaboration

• “Internal 

feedback”
• No naming

• Employer 

(authority)

4. Co-creating & 

-designing &
-managing

• M utual 

learning
• All, trans-

scientific

• All types 

possible

• Science-policy-

society
• All active (incl. 

stakeholders)

• External/higher 

level review (?)
• Mutually 

acknowledged

• Owned together 

(among 
participants)

Conclusion: Complicated but workable  reflection & skills for tools!

None is right or wrong – there is a space and place for all forms and levels – But it has to 

be done more consciously than it is done today!

Need to understand the essentials on management processes and the different roles of 
scientists and experts. 

Role of science changes depending on where in a planning process what input is needed 
or given (phases, type of input). 

Interface & flow of directives/information  switches from science-policy to policy-science.

Interaction is needed (in the policy cycle) to:

• Define problems and develop questions

• Promote conceptual clarity and create knowledge

• Communicate across disciplines and fields of practical and expert knowledge (inter-

/transdisciplinary-/transscientific communication)

Integrative tools => MSP/ICZM Toolbox & process thinking!  

• Careful choice & design to reflect phase & purposes! 

• Attention to prerequisites, skills & capacity to use them (science/policy!)

Typology of MSP-related science–policy interfaces

Discussion Poster - Flyer

M SP Challenge table game
Training & interaction tool
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creative national 
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Challenges of MSP knowledge production & support
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North Sea & Baltic Sea experts: biggest MSP data related challenges
eMSP NBSR survey 2022 
Multiple choices possible (n=22)

Fragmentation of knowledge, 
production & initiatives Communication, confusion: 

language, terminology

Quality (e.g. stakeholder
knowl.): validity, reliability, 

trust /bias

Data rich - information poor

Cost: production & provision

Responsibility, mandate: 
competition, gaps, overlaps

Resolution, scale: time, space

Awareness along chain of
knowledge production/use

Access & classification

Coherence across boundaries

Gaps!
Social sustainability

Distribution of impacts
Linkages society-ecosystem

Trends, Modeling



Enablers and Achievements => Toolbox, Building Blocks
Enablers of knowledge support and harmonisation for C/MSP

15

Meeting 
Forums

Strategies
Guidelines
Checklists

Regulation
Agreements

Principles
Standards
Indicators

Infra-
structure
Portals

Funding Capacity building Awareness raising

Research
Testing
Pilots

Reports
Policy Briefs

Task force
Work Group

Roadmap MSP Conf & ForumsPilotsGuidelines

Data service

Guidance Development & Mgmt Sharing

Policy brief

Data portalTheme WGs: environmt & uses

Advice

Scientific Committee Working Groups: WGMPCZM

Theme WGs: uses, Cum IA, I Ecosys A

ERASMUSMSFD
INSPIRE
MSPDir EMFAF INTERREG LIFE HORIZON BONUS

MSP Roadmap Guideline & Principles

Webportals: EMODnet, Atlas of the Seas

MSP Roadmap
Guidelines, principles: Data, Stakeh i.

Data portal

Project 
partici-
pation

HELCOM-VASAB 
MSP WG
Data subgroup Planners’ Forum

MSP Forum

Training courses

AssesmReport

HELCOM HOLAS

Workshops & ASC Reports

HELCOM BSAP => MSP

Expert group

Science plan

MSP EG



Thank you for listening! 
Looking forward to discuss!

Developing knowledge support for MSP
• What is important to develop?
• What is urgent? Why?
• Who should be mobilised more?
• Other enablers & success factors?
• How gain and keep up speed?

THANX TO – project funders and…

• ICES WGMPCZM reflections on knowledge 
types and and role of science in MSP since 
almost a decade: Andreas Kannen, Kira 
Gee, Roland Cormier, Lodewijk Abspoel 
and many more

• eMSP NBSR project: Learning strand leads 
and science fellows - Kira, Jacek, Dmitry, 
Jan, Lien, Larry, Bérénice & Adeline from 
the CoP on data & knowledge sharing and 
their survey, Marjoleine & Nico.

• Madeleine Prutzer & SIME – EBA and 
evaluation of measures and knowledge 
integration.



Increasing capacity and awareness for 
marine/maritime spatial planning in the 
Black Sea region
Natasa Vaidianu

21 November 2022, Barcelona (Spain)

5th International Forum on Marine/Maritime Spatial Planning



Sustainable Blue Economy 
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Benefits 
Healthier Ocean 

Employment 

Human capacity development 

Innovation 

Sectoral diversity

Actions
Adapting to the impacts of climate change 

Effective inclusion and active participation 
of all societal groups 

Establish partnerships to enhance 
capacity building

Develop MSP plans

Principles 
Sustainability

Social equity

Good governance

Resilience

Partnerships



Blue-economy Governance

Okafor-Yarwood et al, Front. Mar. Sci. 7:586 (2020)

- how the ocean will be
developed and by whom

- how and to whom benefits will
be distributed

- how harms will be minimized

- who will bear responsibility for
environmental and social
outcomes.

Inclusive governance requires that decision-making structures
and processes are representative of diverse actors from civil
society, the private sector and governments.

Existing land-sea governance approaches cannot cope with the
impacts on coastal resources created by land-based activities.

Blue economy triangle:
- the top-down policy-driven and bottom-

up community-led approaches needed;
- and the 4 key components of

sustainability: governance and
institutions, economy, environment, and
culture and society.

Bennet et al,  Nature Sustainability, 2 (2019)



Capacity Development for Oceans, Coasts, and
the 2030 Agenda

20

Source: IASS, Policy 
Brief (2016) 

Multifaceted Approach to Building Capacity for MSP.  Source: Ansong et al, Marine Policy, 132 (2021)



Identification of opportunities for the Blue 
Economy in the Black Sea

Tourism sector: development of ecotourism,
pescatourism, underwater cultural heritage
tourism.

Multi-use of space: developing aquaculture
activities in synergies with other activities
(offshore energy, tourism)

Greening ports activities

Marine Renewable Energy: wind and wave
energy

21

Source: OECD



Incorporating Socio-cultural Values into MSP 
process
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Pennino et al, Frontiers in Marine Science, 8 (2021)

A schematic representation of the MSP process

The missing layers must be addressed in all steps



Providing support for Romanian actors

► Stakeholders consulted in Romania (5 events in 2019-2021)

In total more than 120 representatives attended these sessions
for intensive dialogues with TEAM4SEAS team:

Inform the public about competitive advantages of the region
(historical, cultural, marine archeology)

Establish better networks, with the aim to promote the BS region
as a whole

Establish open dialogues among the blue economy actors

Make the scientific results available to the relevant stakeholders

Promote educational programs, courses, trainings at regional
and European levels
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Natural reserves and Natura 2000 sites in Romanian Black Sea 
(Vaidianu & Ristea, 2018)



Challenges highlighted by the stakeholders 
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Lack of data presented in an understandable way to non-
specialists

Different ministries responsible for various aspects –
ambigous legislations and regulatory tools

Lack of dialogue between BE businesses and
environmentalists

Institutions are disconnected from the needs of locals

Legal, regulatory and fiscal framework not in place to
support hybrid social-/blue community enterprises

Limited existence of micro-finance and inaccessible by
small entrepreneurs

Geopolitical challenges

Black Sea is not a popular destination Sea use of multi sectors in Romania, excepting protection sites 
(Vaidianu & Ristea, Ocean & Coastal Management, 2018) 



How TEAM4SEAS geoportal can be used by public?

https://planificare-maritima.unibuc.ro
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Recommendations to support capacity 
development in the Black Sea region
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1. Raising awareness in protecting and restoring coastal and marine
ecosystems as the “blue capital” supporting local livelihoods and for climate
adaptation: workshops.

2. Training and learning to use ICT tools: technical working sessions.

3. Fostering peer knowledge exchange and mentoring to create efficient and
effective communication tools among stakeholders: Living Labs.

4. Build awareness of local products to develop local markets: festivals.

5. Develop targeted frameworks, capacity building and micro-financing
programmes: small grants.

6. Promote cultural heritage and maritime archeology: art, photography,
gastronomy events.
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Transboundary Cooperation: Update 
from the Arafura and Timor Seas
Deti Triani (Marine Technical Officer, GEF/UNDP/PEMSEA ATSEA-2 Project) 

21 November 2022, Barcelona (Spain)

5th International Forum on Marine/Maritime Spatial Planning



Arafura and Timor Seas (ATS) at-a-glance

• The ATS region is adjacent to the Coral Triangle and 
Indonesian Seas LME

• Almost half of the region is North Australia Shelf LME

• Rich in natural resources: 
▪ 160 species of coral
▪ 350 species of reef fish
▪ 25% of the world’s mangroves
▪ 45 mangrove tree species
▪ 15 species of seagrass beds
▪ Marine turtles, dugongs, sharks and rays
▪ Nesting colonies of shorebirds and seabirds

• Oil and gas reserves, shipping lane, submarine cable 
systems to support essential sectors

• Numbers of indigenous fishing communities and 
customary area

MSP Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region
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MSP Update from the ATS Region
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Australia*:
• MSP is mentioned in the Coastal and 

Marine Management Strategy of 
Northern Territory 2019-2029

• Management plan of marine parks

Papua New Guinea:
• In 2019, initial 

discussion for the 
content of MoU with 
China for PNG’s MSP

*Part of ATS only

Timor-Leste:
• Adoption National Ocean Policy – on 

going
• Roadmap of seascape design
• Concept note development for 

National MSP 
• Collaboration with Govt of Indonesia 

for capacity building on MSP
• Calling out for support!

Indonesia*:
• Policies/Regulation on MSP available at all levels
• Provinces in ATS (Maluku, West Papua, Papua, and East 

Nusa Tenggara) have adopted Provincial MSP
• Inter-regional MSP for the Arafura Sea is in progress
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Cooperation: ATSEA Programme

2014-2018

Gap

2010-2014

ATSEA-1

GEF Approval

20072003

ATSEF

Arafura and Timor Sea Expert Forum 
(ATSEF) established to foster 

collaboration between government 
and non-government stakeholders 

in the ATS region 

ATSEF developed and 
submitted a bid to GEF

Project preparation and 
endorsement for 2nd phase

2019-2024

Key Achievement: TDA 
(2011), SAP and NAPs (for 
ID and TL), SAP adopted 

thru Ministerial Declaration

Goal: To sustain the flow of 
ecosystem goods and 
services from the ATS 

through transboundary 
governance strategy that is 

rooted in national 
development priorities (and 
aligned with SAP objectives)

Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region



ATSEA’s Work that Support Transboundary MSP
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Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region

Regional Governance Mechanism

Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis 
(Updating) and Strategic Action 
Plan (SAP) – National Action Plans 
(NAPs)

Regional MPA Network



Regional Governance Mechanism
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Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region

Regional governance assessment:
• Stakeholder analysis

• Recommendations on Regional Governance Model -> 
possible to have MSP working group 

4th Regional Steering Committee in Port Moresby, 2-3 Nov 2022



Priority Transboundary Issues
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MSP Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region

ATS Transboundary Diagnostic 
Analysis, 2011 

ATS Transboundary Diagnostic 
Analysis, 2022 (draft) 

• Unsustainable fisheries and decline 
and loss of living coastal and marine 
resources

• Modification, degradation and loss of 
marine and coastal habitats

• Marine and land-based pollution (e.g., 
marine debris, sediments, oil spills)

• Decline and loss of biodiversity and 
key marine species

• Impacts of climate change

• Unsustainable fisheries 
• Ecosystem, habitat and biodiversity 

decline 
• Pollution of marine and coastal 

ecosystems

Cross cutting issues:
• Climate Change (technically a ‘driver’)
• GESI-related issues (technically a set of 

‘socio-economic impacts’) 



Regional MPA Network
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▪ Spatial Datasets:
• Biophysical (Habitats, Oceanography, etc)
• Threats/Cost (spatial threats distribution 

for species and habitat, vulnerable area by 
climate change)

• Utilization data (Port, submarine cable, oil 
and gas rig, shipping lane etc)

• Fishing pressure
• Important Feature (traditional area, 

tourism, ETP species distribution)
• Existing and Proposed MPA distribution

▪ Valuation of ecosystem services

▪ 92 existing and Proposed MPA with 20 area of 
interests

▪ Endorsed by 4 countries

▪ All technical reports are available on ATSEA-2 
website

Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region



Summary

• In the context of MSP, each country in ATS has a different level of 
knowledge, status, and progress/development. A country such as Timor 
Leste has requested for support to develop its national MSP. 

• ATSEA’s milestone or accomplishment both at national and regional levels 
could be the initial step to develop transboundary MSP in the ATS region.

• MSP-related agenda is still possible to be addressed in the SAP/NAPs that 
will be adopted by 4 country-members.
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Transboundary Cooperation: Update from Arafura and Timor Seas Region



Thank You!

dtriani@pemsea.org

+62 81284997180/ +62 361 4484147

atsea-program.com

ProgramATSEA program_atsea program_atsea

ATSEA-2 Regional Project Management Unit
Jl. Mertasari No. 140 Sidakarya, Denpasar 80224

Bali, Indonesia

#WomenInMarineSpatialPlanning

Arafura and Timor Seas Ecosystem Action
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With the support of:
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